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Abstract. The research presented in this paper describes the development of an Instagram-based multidimensional clustering algorithm.
The algorithm analyses large datasets of Instagram images to establish
new metrics that qualitatively assess proximity relations in a given
geographical area —i.e. negotiates multiple acceptations of proximity.
Influenced by Qualitative Spatial Reasoning, Lewis Mumford’s geographic plexus and Kevin Lynch’s perceptual mapping, a graphic
GUI-based application has been developed to produce real-time visualizations —maps, network graphs, and charts— by means of browsing, downloading and post-processing Instagram feeds. First, the application’s functioning will be described; second, several graphic
visualizations will demonstrate the capabilities of the software; third,
limitations and further development will be discussed.
Keywords. Instagram; big data; social network.

1. Introduction
1.1. NOTIONS OF PROXIMITY
Proximity is defined as “The state of being near” (Merriam Webster, 2016).
The extent to which objects in space are either near or far from each other
can be understood in Cartesian terms, or at a more abstract level, by similarities and differences at various levels of distinction. For one, Qualitative Spatial Reasoning seeks mathematical theories that qualitatively represent everyday interactions in physical space (Cohn and Hazarika, 2001). Cohn and
Hazarika point out that since space is multi-dimensional it is “not adequately
represented by a single scalar quantity” (2001).
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Within everyday experience of the physical environment, proximity —i.e.
the degree of nearness— provides a fundamental component to the ontology
of space (Worboys et al, 2004). Therefore for architecture, the notion of
proximity itself can lend itself to how spaces are constructed and designed.
Yet the tools with which proximity is typically evaluated still pertain to a
Cartesian definition, which is rather unidimensional and rigid—limited to the
purely quantitative. Such an approach disregards additional attributes of
proximity, which are more qualitative and intricate, multi-layered and ever
changing, such as personal experience and perception. Proximity constitutes
a multifaceted construct, derived from an amalgam of factors such as physical distance, together with more personal factors, such as routine, memory,
individual taste and more. It is our observation that giving voice to the qualitative components of proximity in addition to the purely quantitative, can
lead to new ways of understanding and designing the spaces we inhabit.
Ubiquitous social media and computational tools allow for a reevaluation of how space is measured, represented, and therefore understood,
by qualitatively and quantitatively analysing large information datasets.
1.2. MAPPING THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
For the most part, human environments are still mapped out in a very conventional and top down manner. This is partially due to the static constructs
that lay underneath the notion of space, such as the incomplete, merely
quantitative definitions of proximity. Consequently, the ways in which urban
environments are mapped do not necessarily correlate to the richness and
dynamism of their systems. (Batty, 2008).
During the advent of digital technology in the 1930’s, Lewis Mumford
called the city a geographic plexus—an interconnected structure of cultural,
economic and material systems (1937). For Mumford, the city is an intricate
physical and social network, constantly reshaped according to human activity. And as the perception of physical space is constantly distorted at a personal level (Worboys, 2004), the human environment could be understood as
in motion, fluctuating in a continuum where the relationship between its
parts is under constant change. In The Image of The City, Kevin Lynch
demonstrates how this constant reshaping of the city is not merely a function
of external forces, but the product of a deeply personal and subjective way of
perceiving the urban environment. The city is as much a physical entity as it
is a cognitive image of relations and connections that one weaves together.
In that cognitive image, distances either shrink or expand according to personal experience and associations. Cartesian distance between objects in
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space is almost secondary to the non-hierarchical connections drawn between them by individuals themselves.
1.3. OVERLAPPING SOCIAL MEDIA AND GEOGRAPHIC DATA
In broad terms, data generated in social media provide insights about certain
aspects of human behaviour. Instagram, in particular, captures to some extent how people perceive and document their surroundings. It therefore conveys a latent, bottom-up construction of the urban environment that is dynamic and fluid, changing according to qualitative aspects of spatial, visual,
and personal relationships.
Instagram offers a unique opportunity to add up some of the variables
embedded in its media to establish a dynamic set of relationships diverse locations within the city. Such relationships transcend the traditional notions of
proximity and define a landscape of emergent organization patterns that
speak about the complexity of the geo-digital plexus —to expand on Mumford’s ideas. From Lynch’s perspective, they bridge multiple personal, subjective images of the city by a visualization that broadens the scope of purely
Cartesian displays of information.
Some applications have explored the potential of ubiquitous internet images to gain a better understanding of urban environments (Salesses et al,
2013, Naik et al, 2014). Many others created digital interfaces to produce interactive visualizations of datasets; some of them operate in abstract spaces
using raw data—like Immersion (http://macro.media.mit.edu/), while others
overlay datasets with geographic information—like Harvard’s Tweet Map
(http://worldmap.harvard.edu/tweetmap/)—utilizing traditional Cartesian
space to express relations of proximity. This application attempts to bridge
the purely abstract with physical space by conflating raw data visualization
with geographic data visualization, each aspect affecting the other.
2. The Application
2.1. BASIC DESCRIPTION
A GUI-based Windows application was developed in an attempt to create a
visual geographic plexus, which re-evaluates proximities in space, by means
of visualizing large datasets of Instagram images. All the programing was
done using C# and Visual Studio. Using Instagram API 2.0, the application
performs a geographic search for media which is subsequently downloaded,
analysed and post-processed. The gathered and generated information is utilized to produce an interactive network graph that clusters and isolates Instagram media based on different criteria—dimensions. The real-time visualiza-
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tion explores how this dimensions dynamically redefine what proximity
means, producing each time a different reading of the Instagram media embedded on the city—the digital geo-plexus.
2.2. APPLICATION STRUCTURE
The application’s structure is broken down into specific stages as follows:
a) Accessing the Instagram API; b) Data Retrieval from Instagram; c) Media
Processing; and d) Graph Construction and Visualization. Stages a and b revolve around Instagram API and require internet connection, while c and d
deal with information processing and data visualization, which take place in
the local machine only.
2.2.1. Stage a: accessing Instagram API
In order to access data from Instagram, the application first initializes an authorization process to access the Instagram API. Instagram API uses OAuth
2.0 authentication protocol. For the authentication process, we used Instasharp, a free C# library that works with the Instagram API.
(http://instasharp.org/).
2.2.2. Stage b: data retrieval from Instagram
After accessing the API, the application does a geographical search for locations, one of the endpoints of Instagram API. The query takes as arguments
geographical coordinates for the search (latitude and longitude), and a search
radius. The Instagram API returns a list of foursquare-ids, one of the location services that Instagram uses to geo-reference their media.
The application then does a search for recent media on each foursquare
location retrieved. The Instagram media response consists of a JSON file
which contains relevant data about each media object found.
2.2.3. Stage c: media processing
The JSON file from the Instagram API’s location media response is parsed
into temporary objects in our software, which stores post-processed information about the Instagram media object. The information includes geographical coordinates, image filter, link of full resolution image and thumbnail, location (foursquare id), number of likes, predominant colour of image,
username, tags, and timestamp.
After the location media response is processed, the application identifies
every Instagram user from which a given media was retrieved, and requests a
variable number of additional media from them. This query is called user re-
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cent media. The response consists of a JSON file similar to the location media response, and is post-processed the same way as described before.
2.2.3. Stage d: graph construction
The media objects are analysed and displayed in a graph structure The graph
comprises nodes—post-processed media objects which contain all relevant
data for assessing different proximity metrics—and edges—connection between nodes that pull them closer or farther apart.
The node objects inherit all attributes stored in the temporary media objects, and convert their geographical location attributes into normalized coordinates mapped into a visualization viewport. The edge object defines the
relationships between two nodes in space, i.e. their connectivity. Connections between nodes are contingent on degrees of proximity defined by specific criteria, derived from their different attributes. Each edge object sets an
attraction force between two nodes, and defines the basic structure of the
map. The graph compiles the nodes and edges together. It controls the dynamism of the map, and contains a multi-dimensional spring system of varying degrees.
2.2.4. Visualization and interface
The application’s Graphic User Interface is built into a standard Windows
Form Application. It is a composite interface containing text boxes for coordinate input, buttons for prompting access to the API and for controlling distinct data retrieval methods. It also contains additional rich-text boxes that
visualize the raw data retrieved from the Instagram API, in real time, and an
OpenGL viewport for data visualization.
The second component is an OpenGL viewport. The viewport reads back
a real time graphic visualization of data manipulation performed in the GUI.
For the OpenGL viewport, the free library OpenTK was utilized
(http://www.opentk.com/).
3. Methodology for re-evaluating proximity
Our method is based on the observation that taking a picture in a specific location is a meaningful act—in almost an etymological sense, an act full of
various meanings, one that can illuminate various characteristics of a given
locality.
The information embedded on Instagram images allows us to assess relational proximities in space, based on data from the media available in a given area. Therefore, our methodology takes both quantitative data—such as
geo-location and time of day—and qualitative data—such as the type of fil-
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ter used, or number of likes—to assess spatial relationships based on nonCartesian proximities.
A multi-dimensional clustering algorithm produces a proximity coefficient that dynamically changes depending on the weighting of the different
variables. The coefficient is then incorporated into a graph structure, serving
as the distance variable between multiple nodes in a dynamic spring system.
Different thresholds were added onto the system, to further control how specific variables affect overall definitions of proximity; limits which define
degrees of nodal connectivity—i.e. they establish a numeric measure to define whether or not two nodes are considered to be connected. The clustering
equation follows:
SL = [(d1w1) + (d2w2) + … (dnwn)] / (d1 + d2 + … dn)

(1)

Where SL is the spring equilibrium length—i.e. the proximity coefficient;
d1 up to dn are the different proximity dimensions (e.g. filter, user, time and
date, predominant colour, geographic location, foursquare place, etc.) and w1
up to wn the corresponding weights.
One limitation of this multi-dimensional clustering algorithm is that most
of the different proximity dimensions are still too binary. Whilst proximities
—i.e. similarities—could be determined in a relatively direct way, dissimilarity on the other hand is not varied or degreed—elements are either similar
or they are not. Whereas measuring degrees of physical proximities could be
simply evaluated by evaluating magnitudes of metric distance between objects in space, there is work to be done regarding degrees of dissimilarity between qualitative variables, such as filters, which are now equally dissimilar.
As a qualitative representation of space, this application re-evaluates
proximities by visualizing spatial relationships between objects in space, dynamically, on an interactive platform. The visualization is key to our methodology since it weaves quantitative and qualitative data together as a composite and dynamic structure of ever-changing reference points in space;
spatial relationships are derived from an array of multiple variables and in
differing degrees of intensity.
The fundamental organizational logic of this data visualization program
is based on clustering as a coherent method for communicating spatial relationships in a visual manner. Furthermore, real-time manipulation of the visualization enhances the understanding of the malleable and dynamic relationship between Instagram media in space so that users too could come to
conclusions, and ask questions, regarding a given geographic location.
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4. Visualization as analysis
From the dynamic proximity graph, a series of proximity visualizations can
be made, by either focusing on the clustering of different nodes, the connections between different nodes, employing different representation techniques
(e.g. using colours to denote different nodal attributes, or using images as a
non-linear Instagram feed), or by collapsing information into different hierarchical levels (e.g. having a graph where each Instagram media is a node,
vis-à-vis a graph where all the Instagram media share a common attribute,
like user or place, are flattened into a single entity).
During this first development stage, some of these possibilities have been
explored, while others remain to be implemented. In the following sections,
different sets of images will demonstrate the application’s capabilities.
4.1. GRAPH AS A DYNAMIC VISUALIZATION TOOL
Figure 1 shows, from left to right, a graph changing from clustering Instagram media by Filter (left) to clustering it by User (right), by changing their
relative weights in the clustering algorithm. Both upper and lower rows display the same set of proximities, with the colour of each node modified to
reflect its filter (upper row) and its user (lower row).

Figure 1. Graph dynamic rearrangement to represent the same information organized according to different proximity coefficients.

Figure 2 shows the graph adopting diverse configurations in response to
variation on the proximity coefficient between every node. The edges are
represented instead of the nodes, showing how nodal connections (controlled
by an arbitrary cut-off value) vary as the proximity coefficient does.
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Figure 2. Dynamic evolution of the graph as dimensions are weighted in different ways.

4.2 INFORMATION DIFFERENTIATION TOOLS
As noted previously, the graph is a tool for dynamic visual rearrangement of
information. Besides that inherent capability of graphs to display a dataset in
multiple ways, the application deliberately includes different visualization
techniques, demonstrated below.

Figure 3. Two visualizations (edges, and rasters) producing different readings of a graph.

Figure 4 shows a graph clustering media by user, represented in different
ways. Each cluster on the graph contains media taken by the same user. The
upper row shows media nodes. From left to right, the colours of each node
are controlled by the predominant tone of the image, the filter of the image,
and the user. The second row shows only edges connecting two media. From
left to right, the edges depict connections between nodes with a proximity
coefficient smaller than 1.0; the linear trajectory from each node origin point
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(i.e. geographic coordinates) and their current position: and all the connections between nodes that have a proximity coefficient smaller than 2.0. The
bottom row shows the nodes only, but using the actual Instagram media instead of coloured points. From left to right, the size of the image increases,
while the last image significantly reduces its translucency.

Figure 4. The exact same graph represented in nine different ways.

5. Conclusion: the digital geo-plexus as a living system and heuristic device
The Instagram based application presented here produces interactive visualizations which reveal spatial relationships of varying natures. The application
obtains media from the Instagram API, which is consequently downloaded,
analysed and post-processed in order to produce interactive graphs that cluster media in different manners, challenging the traditional notion of proximity as a purely Cartesian phenomenon.
As such, this application serves a dual objective. The first is to visualize a
more multi-layered way of defining and representing spatial systems as dynamic, ever changing living systems. Doing so resists prevalent top-down,
static definitions, and representations, of spatial proximity, as metric distances between inanimate objects (the traditional map).
Secondly, the developed multi-dimensional clustering algorithm, in conjunction with the different visualization techniques implemented, hold great
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promise as a heuristic device for architects, planners and designers operating
within the city. By means of a relatively simple process of Instagram data
recollection, this application is able to broaden contextual understanding of
urban spaces, and provides a dynamic technique for mapping out our urban
environments, not merely as a chart, but as a plexus.
The application is now in alpha state, and some of its current limitations
include conceptual reductionism in calculations of proximity for certain dimensions, performance issues with large datasets (over 2 million connections), and control of asynchronous real-time data acquisition. Further graphic enhancement and different visualizations, such as additional text
information and exporting video frames, are currently under development.
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